Notes:

Viewpoint 1: Land west of Seacourt Park & Ride

View Direction: North-west

Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary

Grid Reference: 449110, 206451

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

Winter view: March 9th 2017

Summer view: August 29th 2017
Notes:

**Viewpoint 2:** Land west of Botley Meadow Allotments

View Direction: South-west

Distance to Scheme: 25m

Grid Reference: 449479, 206433

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

Winter view: March 9th 2017

Summer view: August 29th 2017
Notes:

**Viewpoint 3:** Botley Road / West Way bridge over Seacourt Stream

View Direction: North-east

Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary

Grid Reference: 449055, 206302

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

**Winter view:** March 9th 2017

**Summer view:** October 4th 2017
**Viewpoint 4: Seacourt Nature Park**

**View Direction:** South

**Distance to Scheme:** Within the Scheme boundary

**Grid Reference:** 449086, 206285

**Camera / Focal length:** NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

**Camera Height:** 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

---

**Notes:**

**Viewpoint 4: Seacourt Nature Park**

View Direction: South

Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary

Grid Reference: 449086, 206285

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

---

**Viewpoint Location Plan**

**OXFORD FLOOD ALLEVIATION SCHEME**

---

**Legend:**

- **Scheme Boundary**
- **2km Study Area**

---

**Gillespies The Coach House**

Bagley Croft, Hinksey Hill, Oxford OX1 5BS

Tel. 01865 32679 / E: design.oxford@gillespies.co.uk

---

**Winter view:** January 17th 2018

---

**Summer view:** October 4th 2017

---

**Notes:**

Winter view: January 17th 2018

Summer view: October 4th 2017

---

**Gillespies The Coach House**

Bagley Croft, Hinksey Hill, Oxford OX1 5BS

Tel. 01865 32679 / E: design.oxford@gillespies.co.uk

---

Appendix I-8. Figure 7.11
Existing view (summer): Seacourt Nature Park looking south

Proposed view (summer): Showing widened second-stage channel and replacement bridge across Seacourt Stream

Notes:

Viewpoint 4 (Visualisation): Seacourt Nature Park
View Direction: South
Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary
Grid Reference: 449086, 206285
Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
Camera Height: 1.70m
Note: This is an indicative visualisation illustrating the proposed Scheme during its third year of operation.
Notes:

Viewpoint 5: South of Westway Cycle route, Oxford

View Direction: North

Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary

Grid Reference: 449085, 206170

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.
Winter view: March 9th 2017

Summer view: August 29th 2017

Notes:

Viewpoint 6: Hinksey Meadow, south of Botley Road Retail Park
View Direction: South
Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary
Grid Reference: 449218, 206022
Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
Camera Height: 1.70m
Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.
Notes:

**Viewpoint 7: Hinksey Meadow**

View Direction: South-east

Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary

Grid Reference: 449388, 205928

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

Winter view: March 21st 2017

Summer view: August 29th 2017
**Existing view (summer):** Hinksey Meadow looking southwest towards Seacourt Stream and Willow Walk

**Proposed view (summer):** Showing second stage channel, tree removal beside Seacourt Stream and new bridge at Willow Walk

**Notes:**

**Viewpoint 7 (Visualisation):** Hinksey Meadow

View Direction: South-east

Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary

Grid Reference: 449388, 205928

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: This is an indicative visualisation illustrating the proposed Scheme during its third year of operation.
Notes:

**Viewpoint 8: North Hinksey Lane**

- View Direction: North-east
- Distance to Scheme: 17m
- Grid Reference: 449212, 205785
- Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
- Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

**Winter view:** March 21st 2017

**Summer view:** October 4th 2017

**Notes:**

- Winter view
  - Viewpoint: North Hinksey Lane
  - Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
  - Camera Height: 1.70m
  - Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

- Summer view
  - Viewpoint: North Hinksey Lane
  - Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
  - Camera Height: 1.70m
  - Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.
Notes:

**Viewpoint 9:** North Hinksey Lane adjacent to North Hinksey C of E Primary School

View Direction: North-east
Distance to Scheme: 14m
Grid Reference: 449381, 205592
Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
Camera Height: 1.70m
Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.
Notes:

**Viewpoint 10**: Hinksey Meadow, north of Willow Walk

View Direction: North-west

Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary

Grid Reference: 449494, 205638

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

Winter view: January 17th 2018
### Notes:

**Viewpoint 11: Willow Walk Public Rights of Way**

- View Direction: South-west
- Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary
- Grid Reference: 449606, 205717
- Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
- Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

---

**Winter view: March 9th 2017**

---

**Summer view: August 29th 2017**

---

**Viewpoint 11**

- View Direction: South-west
- Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary
- Grid Reference: 449606, 205717
- Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
- Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.
Viewpoint 11 (Visualisation): Willow Walk Public Rights of Way

- View Direction: South-west
- Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary
- Grid Reference: 449606, 205717
- Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
- Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: This is an indicative visualisation illustrating the proposed Scheme during its third year of operation.
**Viewpoint 12: Hinksey Causeway Public Right of Way**

View Direction: South-west

Distance to Scheme: Within the Scheme boundary

Grid Reference: 449836, 205718

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.

---

**Notes:**

Winter view: March 9th 2017

Summer view: August 29th 2017
**Proposed view (winter):** Showing first and second stage channels and proposed bridges on Willow Walk and North Hinksey Causeway

**Existing view (winter):** Hinksey Causeway Public Right of Way beside Bulstake Stream looking south-west between Willow Walk and North Hinksey Causeway

---

**Viewpoint 12 (Visualisation):** Hinksey Causeway Public Right of Way

- **View Direction:** South-west
- **Distance to Scheme:** Within the Scheme boundary
- **Grid Reference:** 449836, 205718
- **Camera / Focal length:** NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
- **Camera Height:** 1.70m

Note: This is an indicative visualisation illustrating the proposed Scheme during its third year of operation.
Viewpoint 13: Raleigh Park

View Direction: North-east

Distance to Scheme: 475m

Grid Reference: 449087, 205238

Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm

Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.
Existing view (winter): Raleigh Park looking north-east towards Oxford city centre

Proposed view (winter): Illustrating tree removal and first and second stage channels

Notes:

Viewpoint 13 (Visualisation): Raleigh Park

View Direction: North-east
Distance to Scheme: 475m
Grid Reference: 449087, 205238
Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm
Camera Height: 1.70m

Note: This is an indicative visualisation illustrating the proposed Scheme during its third year of operation. Visualisation not included in March 2018 ES.
Notes:

**Viewpoint 14: Castle Mound, Oxford**

View Direction: South-west  
Distance to Scheme: 809m  
Grid Reference: 450964, 206207  
Camera / Focal length: NIKON D7000 / Equivalent to 50mm  
Camera Height: 1.70m  
Note: Distances measured using ArcMap 10.3 GIS Software.